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I am writing as Chair of the A Level Content Advisory Board (ALCAB) to submit the reports
of ALCAB's three panels which have been reviewing the content of A levels in classical and
modern languages, mathematics, further mathematics and geography. In this letter I also
summarise the main conclusions from these reports and bring to your attention some issues
common to the conclusions of the three panels.

In response to your request for leading universities to take a greater role in the design and
development of A levels, the Russell Group established ALCAB as a separate and
independent company limited by guarantee. Its initial task has been to consider the content of
A levels in those facilitating subjects proposed for first teaching from September 2016.

Modern foreign language A levels were remitted to ALCAB because the number of
qualifications within this group meant that exam boards could not progress reform to the
faster timescale required by a September 2015 first teaching date. ALCAB later agreed to
widen the scope of its work to include classical languages. Mathematics and further
mathematics were identified as requiring additional work by an independent review body
made up of awarding organisations chaired by Professor Mark Smith. ALCAB also agreed to
establish a panel to consider A level geography following Professor Smith's
recommendation, which you accepted, that it be delayed to 2016.

I gratefully acknowledge here the quality and volume of work by the panel members, and
particularly by their chairs: Professor Stephen Parker, Henry Simon Professor of German,
University of Manchester; Professor Richard Craster, Professor of Applied Mathematics,
Imperial College London; and Professor Martin Evans, Professor of Geomorphology,
University of Manchester.

The membership of the subject panels, and the other individuals and organisations involved
in their work, have extended well beyond the Russell. Group. The panels have included
academics from a wide range of universities and subject associations,
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as well as experienced teachers. The panels engaged with many others, and those involved
are listed in appendices to each report. In addition, panel members have
attended conferences and other meetings of subject teachers and subject associations and
received feedback from them on emerging conclusions. The panels have kept in close touch
with Ofqual and the writers who were engaged by DiE to draft formal content requirements
reflecting the panels' recommendations. Each of the panels has had useful dialogue with the
awarding organisations who will be offering A levels in the relevant subjects.

Although our main focus has been the needs and expectations of universities, the panels were
aware that A levels are not solely for those intending to pursue university study in the cognate
subject, but also for students who may progress to study other subjects (related or contrasting
to the subject in question) or directly to employment. Our recommendations are made with
the full range of users in mind. I wish to emphasise that, despite the time constraints under
which they have been working, the approach taken by the panels has been inclusive and has
involved listening to a wide range of views. We are most grateful to all who have assisted us.

ALCAB was asked to focus on the subject content of certain A levels and that is what we
have done. We are working within the context of decisions about assessment and
implementation that have already been made, including the move from modular structures to
terminal examinations, a regulatory requirement of a strong evidenced case before non-exam
assessment can be introduced and the timetable for moving to the new qualifications. The
detailed assessment requirements for the subjects we have considered are a matter for Ofqual.

We are aware that schools and colleges are concerned that funding constraints may affect the
ability of students to study some of the subjects which we have reviewed (for example,
further mathematics) as a fourth A level. I know that you are considering how best to support
schools and colleges to continue to offer larger A level programmes, where appropriate, when
the current funding protection comes to an end. I wish to emphasise the importance of this
issue for the ALCAB panels and for Russell Group universities.

General points

There are four general points which are common to the subject reports. The first is that A
levels should introduce students, in some depth, to the essentials of the subject - what is at
the core of being a mathematician/linguist/geographer. The subject-matter should be
engaging and rich, rather than a recycling of generic topics which have already been studied
at GCSE. In most cases we have recommended a change of emphasis in the content to bring
that about.

Second, we have not sought to make the new A levels more difficult than the current
qualifications, but in some subjects, for example, mathematics and further mathematics, we
have specified what we think should be included in much more detail than was done
previously in national documentation about the content of A levels. The amount of detail may
result in the qualifications looking more difficult, and we would not want teachers and
students to look for alternatives to the A level for that reason. ALCAB stands by to assist in
the public debate to assure students, parents and teachers that the revised qualifications will
be worthwhile and rewarding.
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Third, all the panels believe that the AS qualification is valuable and valued by universities.
Although smaller in content than the A level, it too should be rich and rewarding, and may
provide a good preparation for university study, if combined with other subjects at A level.
For example, university departments of physics and engineering are keen that their students
should have at least have obtained AS level mathematics. We very much hope that the AS
qualifications in all the subjects which ALCAB has reviewed will continue to be available to
students who would benefit from studying for them.

Fourthly, with the exception of classical languages, all the panels concluded that concentrated
work on teacher development and teaching resources is likely to be required if teachers across
England are to be equipped to teach the revised syllabuses from September 2016. ALCAB
will be willing to work with subject associations, awarding organisations and organisations
with responsibilities for teacher development to consider further what is required.

Key points from each subject report

Classical languages

The present A level qualification in classical languages is essentially fit for purpose,
demonstrably intellectually rigorous and challenging. The balance of content between
literature and language is broadly right. The panel's advice for change is confined to fine-
tuning elements of assessment and to offering guidance to awarding organisations through the
provision of a canon of appropriate works for study.

Modem foreign languages

The present A level qualifications in modem foreign languages contain serious deficiencies in
content, which have led modem languages, traditionally regarded as a difficult subject, to be
viewed as dull and uninspiring. There is also a widely-held belief that the assessment
outcomes are unpredictable. In order to re-establish modem languages, the panel
recommends the revivification of content by means of (i) critical and analytical study of
literary works and of themes concerning cultural and social concerns in countries where the
language of study is spoken and (ii) a consistent approach to the importance of linguistic
accuracy as a determiner of meaning.

Mathematics and further mathematics

The aim of the recommended revisions in mathematics content is to provide modem A levels
that contain necessary material and are also interesting to teach and learn. The mathematics
panel recommends that the content of the single mathematics A level be fully prescribed and
has gone into considerable detail within the recommended content. The AS levels in
mathematics and further mathematics are popular with university departments and have
considerable value in their own right. They should be supported and retained. The further
mathematics A level content will be 50% prescribed, with 30% of the AS in further
mathematics drawn from the prescribed material for the A level. Flexibility has been left to
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allow students to specialise and awarding organisations to innovate, including through
introducing new strands.

Geography

The geography panel has addressed the main issues that led to the review, namely concerns
over repetition of GCSE content, level of demand and imbalance between physical and
human geography. The panel has recommended the introduction of core content which will
support transition to higher education. Core topics emphasise understanding of human and
physical processes through the study of landscape systems, water and carbon cycling, global
systems and global governance and changing places. Fieldwork and specified geographical
skills will be required as part of this core learning. Specifications will be expected to build on
the understanding of process gained from the core to engage students in an informed manner
with challenges facing society and the environment today.

ALCAB is willing to contribute to the further work required to support those who will be
involved in moving from design to implementation of the revised qualifications which are
described in our reports, You have also asked ALCAB to contribute to the process that
Ofqual will establish to make sure that A levels in facilitating subjects are reviewed each
year. It is clearly early days, but we shall welcome discussions about how ALCAB could add
most value to this work. As with the panel activities, we would approach this in an inclusive
way, working closely with other interested parties, including Ofqual and the awarding
organisations.

Thank you for giving ALCAB the opportunity to carry out this work. I commend these
reports to you and to students, parents, teachers, awarding organisations and universities.
ALCAB believes that the reports should assist in enriching the A levels and AS levels in
these vital subjects and make A level study a more rewarding and engaging experience and
better preparation for all our universities.
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